Full-time Graduate Intern - Software Engineer

Are you
* excited about applying computer science knowledge in creating amazing consumer software and enjoy the challenges that come with it?
* an inspired team player who enjoys working in small, integrated and fast paced team?
* ready to learn and develop applications for the cutting edge and ubiquitous consumer technology, in mobile, wearable and device connectivity?

We are looking for graduate or experienced senior interns with following background:
* 1 - 2 years coding and design experience, able to navigate and engineer across the full software stack.
* Strong computer science background, and good knowledge in algorithms design and implementation
* Fast learner, to develop software applications for smartphones and cloud servers under guide
* Preferable but no required: knowledge of NLP, statistical machine learning; Big data processing (Hadoop) is a plus
* Knowledge and/or experience in mobile platform

Responsibilities:
* Java and/or C++ development across server/client (device) platform.
* Data driven approach in evaluating software/product quality.
* Software testing

About the opportunity:
We are a stealth mode startup working on intelligence analysis algorithm and software developments for smartphones and cloud servers. We are working with one of the largest smartphone makers, to develop and deliver the big data analysis products for its commercial launches of next-generation smartphones

Job assignment will be at least 6 months but can be longer, depending on the individual's availability and skillsets

(Please email your resume to Prof. Donald Hung if you are interested.)